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In The Art of Healthy Living, author Homayoun Sadeghi, MD, draws from his personal experience
and practice as your physician to highlight the sensitive, interconnected nature of your brain and
your body. He describes the way the mind plays a romantic function in balancing and keeping
the body, and that understanding this romantic relationship is essential to achieving a solid, fit,
and healthful body. Folks of all age range and walks of lifestyle have drawn motivation and
insight from Dr. He describes how a consistent way to obtain harmony, energy, and vitality must
by requirement take root from the inside out. In this thought-provoking book, he cracks open an
environment of wisdom that lays the building blocks for a wholesome and vibrant lifestyle. In
chapters like “The Virtual Character of the Universe,” “The Riddle of Disease and Disease,” and
“The Age Old Secrets of Healthy Living,” this compelling book inspires a tradition of health
insurance and vitality based on reliance on instinct, intuition and internal guidance. This book
encourages the reader to appear inward to rediscover and reestablish the wisdom that lies
within. Sadeghi clarifies how health takes work, and that this effort starts from the inside out. Dr.
Sadeghi’s knowledge and exclusive perspective about health, joy, and inner vitality.
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Is There Anything Cooler in These Times Than an Enlightened Medical Doctor? This author will
need to have a highly sensitive soul. Sadeghi challenges visitors to use their thoughts to start the
process of inner curing, something I’ve always thought about but never more than enough to
truly try it. Homayoun Saghedi having examine (and been riveted to) his new book, The Art of
Healthy Living - A Mind-Body Approach to Inner Balance and Natural Vitality. Dr. To find this in
print from a medical-centered perspective and from the innovative brain of a Yale-educated
medical doctor, I was in a constant state of wonder and bliss, glued to it cover to cover. The
author did a fantastic job introducing more impressive range consciousness concepts and
presenting methods to practice these concepts within an every-day practical method.. we
humans are sleeping giants. Alas, we are forgetful; we are endowed with amnesic thoughts.There
is priceless knowledge to be gained reading and actually digesting this book. Well crafted and
explained.”Touching upon the usage of our innovative faculties of mind, an element of this divine
heirship, he later adds “We express ourselves with the bodies we assemble through the pictures
we hold inside our thoughts. You'll discover how we're known as to accomplish our part by firmly
taking charge of our conditions and by becoming alert to our thinking process, our attitudes, the
function of our consuming patterns and how we nourish our anatomies. Somehow through the
process of birth, we have lost the recollections that link us to your divine heirship, to our right
and title to rule the globe. When he clarifies about our "internal monologues" . If you would like
to trim to the chase of life and learn how to live an authentically healthy, joyful life, this book is a
must-have for your library. Core Beliefs Shape Our Truth - Here's How exactly to Change Them
As a student of all points energetic and the unity of the universe, the majority of the information
in this publication was not new to me. Dr. Knowing that we each create our very own reality is a
very important factor and having the ability to consciously make adjustments is fairly another.
Sadeghi begins with an exploration of the gestalt of common connection and raises questions in
each region of our living encouraging us to explore, own and procedure our thoughts and
feelings. Sadeghi's explanation made me think about the holodeck on the starship Business
where any scene could be called up and it could be changed at will by simply instructing the
computer to take action. However, as it happens that I am spending weeks with it, reading
through the chapters gradually and as motivated to do so. We create our world every minute of
each day, but do therefore unconsciously predicated on what we have been told, our cultures
and customs. Dr. Dr. Sadeghi not merely displays how we do this, but shows how, with some
diligence, we can change our personal truth. Inspirational. Perhaps there is, yet I can’t think of
many! Hard to trust that he is a physician, as all the long hours of research that go into becoming
a doctor can easily cause a person to lose their spiritual sense.I love especially how Dr. Sadeghi
stresses how what we concentrate on in our lives impacts how healthy our anatomies will be. I
find the info to be vintage and timeless, which is fantastic because I can make reference to it
anytime. Not only does Dr...The grains of sand, the blades of grass, the trees in the forests, the
drops of rain, the blue skies, and the vast over-abundance of gifts that surround me everywhere..
That is one book I found myself highlighting throughout!." (page 16). happiness, and health The
Art of Healthy Living isn't a book to be rushed through. It is a thoughtful exploration of how
exactly we form our thoughts, our experience of the world and ultimately our health and
wellness. Dr. Dr. I frequently read about Gratitude, specifically in Rules of Attraction type books,
but don't generally incorporate forgiving myself into that same region of idea or consider how
my body is doing as an attraction stage. when we select to forgive, Love ourselves and have Hope
and how most of these can straight affect our personal wellness. and a good kick in the trousers
to get our emotional Scanning this book helped me personally to understand precisely how



much allopathic doctors (MDs, instead of complimentary drugs practitioners such as
acupuncturists, naturopaths, etc) have come in terms of starting their minds to broader, more
holistic medicine. However, it was presented in that new and easy to grasp way that I bought 3
more copies to give to close friends. Sadeghi goes method beyond his predecessors such as for
example Dr. Candace Pert (Molecules of Emotion) and enters the "esoteric art of
healing"(chapter 5). He recommends breath therapy, color therapy, sound therapy and light
therapy in addition to reminding us that people each have a role in creating our health and
wellness or disease by the very thoughts we think. "Our cells have the capacity to dynamically
eavesdrop on our inner feelings and monologues. I would recommend this reserve to anyone
remotely thinking about the power of the mind and a far more natural way of recovery..each cell
will be able to change its internal development in response to our emotions and thoughts" (p.
29). Idea provoking, and an excellent kick in the trousers to get our psychological, spiritual and
also mental and physical claims in order if we want to live energetic, healthy lives.. Live Healthy
to Live Lengthy! Just don't live. Much of the information is not foreign to me, as I've read a whole
lot of similar books, nevertheless I appreciate Dr.. A Must-Browse! learn that arts of healthful
living. It's easier that you would ever imagine. Essential for on your own help library! A distinctive
insight into staying healthy! Great here is how to maintain a mind body stability. We are slowly
awakening nevertheless, and reclaiming our thrones. Great go through to ponder over slowly.
Recommend his insights. For example, a section on Forgiving Yourself. It is and it isn't so easy.
His own method of looking out on the word is inspirational:"Within an ever-evolving effort
expressing itself, character smothers the face of our world with an unimaginable profusion and
amplitude. It really is a great book to possess in my library because of this.. As a lover of a more
holistic way of life, I folded the part of multiple web pages in this publication to go back and read
once again. This makes the publication easy to digest so when I'm going through points and
need insight, simplicity is strictly what I need. With that said, I also found a lot of new
suggestions and insights in his publication. I acquired this book back December-ish, and thought
I'd read through it rapidly. He offers options for positively impacting our existence experience in
addition to our health and wellness if we are prepared to commit to consistent practice of
forgiving ourselves and practicing healthful self-love. So that these are organized in the book
following to one another, it causes me to take into account gratitude and forgiveness more
closely together. I actually was the happy recipient of this wonderful book as something special
We was the happy recipient of the wonderful book as something special. it helps us know how
our thoughts/thoughts are intimately linked to our physical and psychological well being. I grew
up in children of “higher awareness” thinkers and continue today to apply the principles of such
thinkers as Wayne Dyer, Deepak Chopra, Dr. Valerie Hunt, Eckhart Tolle, Mary Baker Eddy, Louise
Hay, Jesus, Buddha, St. Francis and many others. I was so delighted to read that the same
principles that I was raised with and practice today in my daily life are starting to be approved by
those in the medical field and in the sciences since it is not mainstream thinking.In Dr. when we
choose to be grateful; For me, reading this reserve was timely because I got become significantly
less than vigilant in my own watchfulness of my internal dialog. This publication reminded me
that my unfavorable internal dialog would manifest physically. I reclaimed the true estate in my
head and come back the point of power to today's moment. I’m back on the right track. I
thoroughly enjoyed scanning this Dr. Homayoun Sadeghi will take readers on a journey of self-
reflection throughout his book “The Art of Healthy Living”. Sadeghi's insights and design of
writing, which can be intelligent but simple to understand. I thoroughly enjoyed scanning this. I
am an writer myself, and ahead of having examine this gem, my own body of function drew



many of the same conclusions from an entirely different perspective - that people as a fellowship
of humanity are suffering from a deep amnesia, having forgotten our true creative capabilities
including our mind's dominion over your body and perceived world. I have turn into a big fan of
Dr. He provides suggestions about where to start, how to proceed, and that it will require period
and practice but curing can happen.. These programs run in the background and it takes some
effort to identify them and switch them. Sadeghi claims in his publication, “Healthy living is a by-
product of healthy thoughts.” I couldn’t agree even more, especially after reading this book. That
is a "must read" book that i recommend you invest some time and read slowly so you .. Sadeghi
make it easier to understand the connection between the body and your brain when it comes to
health and fitness, but he also provides actionable tips so you know specifically how to improve
that connection to be able to achieve maximum health. This is a "must read" book that i would
recommend you invest some time and read slowly so that you can savor and assimilate its
wealth of information. For me personally it has proven to be a journey of exploration and
personal discovery; This publication is well in keeping with my thought process. I cannot
recommend this one highly more than enough.. Would recommend!our ongoing mental
conversations whether positive or bad, the function of our feelings; This book is ideal for those
brand-new to the subject or for people who have grown complacent in their pursuit of this
elevated way of thinking and living. Rather than quick fix, he offers a roadmap to lives of
harmony, happiness, and wellness.” He continues on to cover at length how we may also keep
those same bodies perfectly healthy through the proper use of your brain. The healing power of
music and color and the importance of making time to rest and live balanced lives. Finally, he
invites us all to make our personal contribution by "striving to make this a better world, by
spreading the seeds of Love, Pleasure and Harmony; .. Saghedi’s gifted style, he writes, “We are
gods;beacons of love and composers of a happy symphony. This book is a gold mine for health!.
All over the place I look, every direction high or low, I visit a miraculous blossom of riches.. With
that said, the info and insight contained within this book is the type of precious metal mine a
freelance health writer like me looks for when helping MY visitors see that their health is, more
often than not, totally within their hands..
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